
M200 SERIES
Compound Student Microscope

This advanced compound microscope offers all the features needed
for junior high and high school teaching. Rugged metal
construction, student proof design, superior optics and precision
mechanics assure years of exceptional performance.
Cord hanger provides an ideal solution for power cord
storage.  cool-lite illumination allows
comfortable operation at ambient temperature and
prolongs specimen life of live material. It is the most
dependable and versatile microscope on the market
at an unbeatable price.

AAAAAccessoriesccessoriesccessoriesccessoriesccessories
B2-1201B2-1201B2-1201B2-1201B2-1201 Widefield 10X eyepiece
B2-1211B2-1211B2-1211B2-1211B2-1211 Widefield 10X eyepiece with pointer
B3-1409B3-1409B3-1409B3-1409B3-1409 Widefield 15X eyepiece
B2-5101B2-5101B2-5101B2-5101B2-5101 Attachable mechanical stage, graduated
B2-5202B2-5202B2-5202B2-5202B2-5202 Advanced attachable mechanical stage, graduated.
B2-7001B2-7001B2-7001B2-7001B2-7001 115V, 20 Watt bulb
B2-7003B2-7003B2-7003B2-7003B2-7003 Fluorescent bulb 7W
B2-8901B2-8901B2-8901B2-8901B2-8901 Eyepiece reticule, 0.1mm division
B2-8904B2-8904B2-8904B2-8904B2-8904 Sturdy, reinforced cloth carrying case
B2-8905B2-8905B2-8905B2-8905B2-8905 Immersion oil
B2-8001B2-8001B2-8001B2-8001B2-8001 Dust cover

Shipping Dimensions:Shipping Dimensions:Shipping Dimensions:Shipping Dimensions:Shipping Dimensions: 310mm x 200mm x 400mm
(12 in. x 8 in. x 16 in)

Shipping WShipping WShipping WShipping WShipping Weighteighteighteighteight: 9 lbs (4.1 Kgs)

MODELMODELMODELMODELMODEL HEADHEADHEADHEADHEAD EYEPIECEEYEPIECEEYEPIECEEYEPIECEEYEPIECE OBJECTIVESOBJECTIVESOBJECTIVESOBJECTIVESOBJECTIVES CONDENSERCONDENSERCONDENSERCONDENSERCONDENSER ILLILLILLILLILLUMINAUMINAUMINAUMINAUMINATORTORTORTORTOR

M201LM201LM201LM201LM201L Mono WF10X 4/10/40 NA0.65/Disc Tungsten
M201FLM201FLM201FLM201FLM201FL Mono WF10X 4/10/40 NA0.65/Disc Fluorescent

M201DFLM201DFLM201DFLM201DFLM201DFL Dual WF10X 4/10/40 NA0.65/Disc Fluorescent
M204FM204FM204FM204FM204F Mono WF10X 4/10/40/100 NA1.25/Iris Fluorescent

M204DFM204DFM204DFM204DFM204DF Dual WF10X 4/10/40/100 NA1.25/Iris Fluorescent
M204DMFM204DMFM204DMFM204DMFM204DMF Dual WF10X 4/10/40/100 NA1.25/Iris Fluorescent

M206FM206FM206FM206FM206F Mono WF10X 4/10/40/60 NA1.25/Iris Fluorescent

M204DMF

Specifications
Widefield 10X eyepiece, rotatable, with safety lock and built-in
pointer.

Monocular head or teaching head inclined 45 degrees and rotates
360 degrees.

4X/0.1, 10X/0.25, 40XR/0.65, 60X dry and 100X/1.25 oil DIN
achromatic objectives; parfocal, parcentered and color-coded.

Triple or quadruple nosepiece with click stop

Large stage, 115mm x 120mm, acid and reagent resistant.

Stage drilled and tapped to accept attachable graduated
mechanical stage.

Locked-on spring loaded stage clips.

Rack and pinion coarse adjustment with slip chutch system to
prevent gear damage.

Separate, low positioned fine focus.

Built-in 0.65 condenser with 5 aperture disc diaphragm or
NA1.25 Abbe condenser with iris diaphragm.

Built-in bright white fluorescent bulb or 20W tungsten bulb.

UL & CSA approved electrical parts, three wire grounded electric
cord.

Plastic dust cover

5 year limited warranty.

M201FL



M100 SERIES
Student Microscope

Simple in design and built to last, this full size economical student microscope
has all the most commonly specified features for introductory
science courses at a great low price. Now you can enjoy its
coaxial coarse and fine focusing mechanism that can usually
only be found on a much more expensive microscopes.
With superior optical systems and precision mechanics,
the M100 is not only suitable for elementary
beginners, but also for junior or even high school
students.

Specifications
Widefield 10X eyepiece, rotatable, with safety lock and built-
in pointer.

Monocular head or inclined 45 degrees and rotates 360 degrees.

4X/0.1, 10X/0.25, 40XR/0.65, DIN achromatic objectives;
parfocal, parcentered and color-coded.

Triple nosepiece with click stop

Large stage, 110mm x 110mm, acid and reagent resistant.

Stage drilled and tapped to accept attachable graduated
mechanical stage.

Locked-on spring loaded stage clips.

Coaxial coarse and fine adjustment with slip clutch system to
prevent gear damage.

Built-in 0.65 condenser with 5 aperture disc diaphragm

Built-in bright 115V 20W tungsten bulb; 220V 20W bulb
available upon request

UL & CSA approved  three wire grounded electric cord.

Mirror and fork assembly (Model M101).

Plastic dust cover

Use and care manual

5 year limited warranty.
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Shipping Dimensions:Shipping Dimensions:Shipping Dimensions:Shipping Dimensions:Shipping Dimensions: 275mm x 190mm x 380mm
(11in. x 7.5 in. x 15 in)

Shipping WShipping WShipping WShipping WShipping Weighteighteighteighteight: 7 lbs (3.2 Kgs)


